NEOPRENE & ELASTIC PROTECTORS

EVERLAS T

NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

8.5”

8.5”X44”
22cm x 112cm

9”

8.5”X44”
22cm x 112cm

9”

8.5”X44”
22cm x 112cm

CORE SUPPORT SLIMMER BELT

CONTOURED SLIMMER BELT

NEOPRENE BACK SUPPORT

Rigid back provides superior back support
Emphasizes proper alignment of core muscle
Eases strain on lower back
Promotes proper posture
Slims appearance instantly
Helps shed excess water.

Reduce your waistband
Preserve body heat
Comfortable and lightweight
Adjustable fit

System for maximum abdominal and back support.
Encourage correct posture.
Velcro clousure for adjustable fit.

SKU: EVDW5S04
COLOR: Black

SKU: EVDW5S13
COLOR: Grey / Black

This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
he natural contour and shape of your body.
ur construction technology and innovative materials
rovide the best overall support while feeling comfortable
ith each movement.

SKU: EVNBS330
COLOR: Black
S M L XL
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NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

10” 10”X40”
3 mm

10” 10”X40”
3 mm
SKU: EVFA1S40-BK
COLOR: Black

SKU: EVFA1S40-CH
COLOR: Charcoal

8” 8”X40”
3 mm
SKU: EVFA1S48-BK
COLOR: Black

10” 10”X40”
3 mm
SKU: EVFA1S40-BL
COLOR: Navy

8” 8”X40”
3 mm

8” 8”X40”
3 mm
SKU: EVFA1S48-LI
COLOR: Lime

SKU: EVFA1S48-PK
COLOR: Pink

NEOPRENE WAISTBAND
Everlast waistband designed to help you lose weight.
Preserves body heat and promotes water loss during exercise.
High-quality neoprene construction.
Comfortable and lightweight, easy velcro closure adjustable fit
It provides extra back support when walking or exercising.
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NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

NEOPRENE
WRIST SUPPORT

BASIC NEOPRENE
ANKLE SUPPORT

UNIVERSAL NEOPRENE
ANKLE SUPPORT

The everlast neoprene wrist support is made
from high quality neoprene rubber which
provides constant uniform compression and
support.

Maximum support and stability, compression
And heat retention comfortable fit.
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products willminimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

Maximum support and stability, compression
And heat retention comfortable fit.
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative materials
provide the best overall support while feeling
comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products willminimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

SKU: EVNAS220
COLOR: Grey
S M L XL

SKU: EVNAS110
COLOR: Grey
ONE

It also retains warmth which increases blood
circulation to the injured area therefore
promoting natural healing and comfort, in
addition the warming effects on muscles and
joints increase flexibility to help prevent
sporting injuries.

SKU: EVNWS880
COLOR: Grey
ONE
SIZE
FITS ALL

SIZE
FITS ALL
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NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

NEOPRENE
DELUXE KNEE SUPPORT

NEOPRENE REINFORCED
KNEE SUPPORT

NEOPRENE
BASIC KNEE SUPPORT

Anatomically designed to contour to the shape of
your knee provides even compression and support
Straps for secure, customizable fit.
Neoprene-blend material for warmth and durability
Patella buttress helps manage chondromalacia (Irritated kneecap)
Smooth edges for comfort
Back mesh ventilation for breathability and reduced
Bunching behind knee.

Strong velcros: double strap design and durable velcro allow
for secured Reinforcement and a guaranteed fit, while the low
surface friction makes sliding the brace on and off
your leg effortless.
OPEN PATELLA: full movement and flexibility of the joint
while you exercise.
PAIN RELIEF: form-fitting design conforms to your every
movement, simultaneously allowing a complete range of
motion and absorbing the shock of high-impact activity.
HINGED KNEE STABILIZER:
Dual Stabilizers Help Provide Medial And Lateral Support

Anatomically designed to contour to the shape of your knee
provides even compression and support.

SKU: EVNKS660
COLOR: Grey

SKU: EVNKS550
COLOR: Grey

S M L XL

S M L XL

S M L XL

Hinged knee stabilizer
Maximum support and stability
Compression and heat retention
Comfortable fit

OPEN PATELLA: full movement and flexibility of the joint
while you exercise.
Pain relief: form-fitting design conforms to your every
movement, simultaneously allowing a complete range of
motion and absorbing the shock of high-impact activity.
Ideal preventive solution for fans of running, hiking, tennis,
soccer, volleyball, cycling, basketball, softball, baseball,
crossfit, weightlifting and many other sports activities!

SKU: EVNKS440
COLOR: Grey
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NEOPRENE SUPPORTS

NEOPRENE PATELLA STRAP
FULLY ADJUSTABLE PATELLA KNEE STRAP ONE SIZE FITS ALL
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit the natural
contour and shape of your body. Our construction technology and
innovative materials provide the best overall support while feeling
comfortable with each movement. Everlast products will minimize
the possibility of future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.
This fully adjustable patella tendon knee support helps to Ease
painful, sore and weak knee joints by providing added Compression
against the patellar tendon.

SKU: EVPTS990-NYW
COLOR: Neon Yellow
SKU: EVPTS990-NOR
COLOR: Neon Orange
SKU: EVPTS990
COLOR: Grey

ONE
SIZE
FITS ALL

DUAL STRAP KNEE BRACE

UNIVERSAL KNEE BRACE

PROVIDE TARGETED COMPRESSION AND SUPPORT,
RELIEVE PAIN FROM RUNNER’S OR JUMPER’S KNEE

PROVIDE TARGETED COMPRESSION AND SUPPORT,
RELIEVE PAIN FROM RUNNER’S OR JUMPER’S KNEE

Overlapping two strap closure offers wide range of
personalized secure fit and preferred compression
support.
Compression tubes provide targeted compression
and support.
Relieve pain from runner’s or jumper’s knee
Breathable, mesh fabric allows for
a comfortable fit.

Anatomical contoured design provides optimal fit
and compression support throughout
Full range of motion.
Air flow neoprene provides moisture wicking
compression for therapeutic warmth and healing.
Compression padding provides targeted compression and support, relieve pain from
Runner’s or jumper’s knee.
3 strap closure offers wide range of personalized
secure fit and preferred compression support.

SKU: EVNKS200
COLOR: Black
S/M - L/XL

SKU: EVNKU770
COLOR: Black
28 - 44 cm
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NEOPRENE & ELASTIC SUPPORTS

ATHLETIC WRAP
TENNIS ELBOW SUPPORT
Maximum support and stability, compression
And heat retention comfortable fit.
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative materials
provide the best overall support while feeling
comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products willminimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

SKU: EVTES770
COLOR: Grey
ONE
SIZE
FITS ALL

STICKS TO ITSELF, NOT TO SKIN OR HAIR

75mm
X2mts

Self-adhesive Design: these elastic bandages are far better
than the non-adhesive ones as they have self-adhering ability
so that the tape doesn't loosen and fall off easily.
Great therapeutic value: our tapes are sterile and they have
great medicinal value, which is good for swelling, sprain and
general soreness.

SKU: EVAT6I101
COLOR: Black
SKU: EVAT6I102
COLOR: Blue
SKU: EVAT6I103
COLOR: Red
SKU: EVAT6I104
COLOR: Neon Green
SKU: EVAT6I105
COLOR: White
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ELASTIC SUPPORTS

ELASTIC WRIST SUPPORT

ELASTIC ELBOW SUPPORT

ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT

SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT

SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT

SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT

This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement. Everlast
products will minimize the possibility of future
injury when being worn during strenuous activities.

This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement. Everlast
products will minimize the possibility of future
injury when being worn during strenuous activities.

This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit the
natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative materials
provide the best overall support while feeling
comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products will minimize the possibility of future
injury when being worn during strenuous activities.

SKU: EVEW160
COLOR: Beige

SKU: EVEE164
COLOR: Beige

SKU: EVEA168
COLOR: Beige

ONE

S M L XL

S M L XL

SIZE
FITS ALL

ELASTIC SUPPORTS

ELASTIC ANKLE SUPPORT

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT

ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT

MAXIMUM SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products will minimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products will minimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

MAXIMUM SUPPORT AND STABILITY
COMPRESSION AND HEAT RETENTION
COMFORTABLE FIT
This product is designed and anatomically cut to fit
the natural contour and shape of your body.
Our construction technology and innovative
materials provide the best overall support while
feeling comfortable with each movement.
Everlast products will minimize the possibility of
future injury when being worn during strenuous
activities.

SKU: EVEA161
COLOR: Black

SKU: EVEK162
COLOR: Beige

S M L XL

S M L XL

SKU: EVEK161
COLOR: Black
S M L XL
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